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From the Editor 
An issue of the Visitor is not unlike that of the birth of 
a child. Having been conceived and brought forth, the 
offspring (maybe that is why it is referred to as an issue) 
is of no small interest to the editor-parent. Fully aware 
that not all may share this parental fascination, the editor 
from time to time uses this column to point up the 
"virtues" of the "child." 
This issue of the Visitor reflects the wide and varied 
interests and concerns of the denomination—gifts, 
evangelism, social concerns, urban needs, personal life 
and youth. 
The wisdom of carrying Dr. Mooneyham's article and 
especially the devoting of the space we did may be raised 
by some. The wide interest of the readership of the 
Visitor in the book "Like a Mighty Wind" should make 
this article one of equally wide interest. 
But the article speaks to a broader issue than the 
Indonesian revival. It speaks to the matter of our intense 
desire for "signs" and our tendency to be impressed with 
the dramatic. 
We are a concerned people. We believe the Bible and 
the Gospel. We acknowledge the power of the Spirit. We 
give ourselves to the ministry and to witness. But so often 
so little seems to happen. 
This combination of concern and frustration tends to 
make us desperate. In our desperation we grasp at 
alternatives. Alternatives which seem to offer the resolu-
tion of or escape from our frustrations. It may be 
appropriate to recall Jesus' concern and condemnation of 
a people who were overly impressed with signs. It may be 
well also to use Jesus' measure of success rather than 
Madison Avenue's. 
This sense of opportunities exceeding our accomplish-
ment can and should be channeled in creative efforts. 
This is what Key '73 is about! We devote a page (4) to 
Key '73 on which it is shown how our own 
denominational program is meshed into the Master Plan. 
Messiah College serves the church in numerous ways. 
One is by making available personnel, programs, and 
resources in examining issues with which the church must 
deal. The article "Go to . . . That Great City . . ." is 
about just such a ministry by the college for and with the 
church, (see Editorial) 
Bruce Larson of "Faith at Work" makes a strong 
point of ones proper regard and image of himself. "What 
good," he asks, "is it to tell a man to love his neighbor as 
himself when he doesn't really love himself." Helen 
Brenneman takes a more restricted segment of our 
experience but in her article (page 16) insists that a 
proper and even a good self-image is essential to mental 
health and personal relationship. 
Is there a teenager in the family? Be sure to have them 
complete and mail the "Youth Page Survey" (page 17). 
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EVANGELICAL P«ESS ASSOCIATION 
Evangelical Visitor 
The greatest evidence that a work has been done by God's 
Spirit is found in redeemed lives, not restructured molecules. 
The Bible teaches that Satan has power to reorder physical 
elements and thus produce "miracles." Only God can change 
lives redemptively. This, then, becomes the acid test of God's 
presence in a movement. 
Revival and Miracles 
What about Indonesia? 
W. Stanley Mooneyham 
A NYTHING which moves the church toward renewal 
-^*-and contributes to a deeper God-consciousness in this 
country should, I suppose, be welcomed with rejoicing. 
Some people tell me that is what a recently-published 
book is doing. 
But if the book, Like A Mighty Wind, is having a 
positive effect in some places, there is no question that 
elsewhere it is creating serious problems. It is a collection 
of stories from the Indonesian revival compiled from 
talks given in the United States by a 24-year-old Indone-
sian, a one-time member of an evangelistic team on the 
island of Timor. 
The stories he tells are enthralling — resurrections 
from the dead, water turned into wine, playback of 
children's voices without benefit of tape recorder, clothes 
that never got dirty, etc. 
These tales of miracles make it the kind of book which 
would be passed from hand to hand by earnest and honest 
people who long to see the supernatural power of God 
demonstrated in their lives and churches. 
But my mail — and even telephone calls — indicate 
that all the results are not happy. Some pastors who can't 
accept the book hands-down are being rejected by their 
members. ("They tell I am unspiritual, or I would believe 
it," one pastor wrote.) Some laymen find their faith 
shaken because no matter how much they pray, such 
miracles don't happen to them. 
They are writing me because a statement of mine — 
lifted out of context from a story I wrote in 1967 — is 
quoted in the foreword as an implied endorsement of the 
contents. They want to know if I do indeed endorse the 
book. 
The simple answer is: I do not. But more needs to be 
said. Some additional light should be shed. The whole 
issue needs a broader perspective. 
When I wrote my report, I covered mainly the 
The writer is president of World Vision. He is a past Executive 
Secretary, National Association of Evangelicals, and was for a number 
of years associated with the Billy Graham Crusades. He has lived in 
Asia and has traveled extensively throughout that area. 
October 10,1972 
evangelistic and church growth aspects of the Indonesian 
revival. To be sure, I heard stories of miracles in hours of 
interviews with Indonesians and missionaries. I chose not 
to report these, although a few others were telling these 
stories in the United States even then. 
My reasons were three: 
First, I had no way of personally verifying these 
stories, even though I did not doubt that some of them 
may have been true. An Indonesian pastor explained it to 
me this way: "These people are very primitive. They've 
always lived in a spirit world, and they readily under-
stand the conflict between God and evil spirits. With their 
childlike faith, miracles are no problem for them." 
Having met some of these new believers, I understood 
what my friend was saying. I didn't question their word 
or his. 
However, some of the things which I heard taxed my 
capacity to believe, and since I could not personally 
authenticate any of the stories, I did not, and do not, 
want to be identified with their retelling. 
The second reason I did not report them was my belief 
that these mindboggling stories would detract many 
people from the greater miracle of tens of thousands of 
animists and Muslims turning to Christ. It is distressing-
ly true that we become much more excited over miracles 
in the physical realm than those which are spiritual. The 
extraordinary interest in this book is evidence of this. 
It seems the western mind — both Christian and non-
Christian — today is so jaded that it takes supernatural 
demonstrations to arouse it. One group is captivated by 
miracles and signs; the other turns to witchcraft and the 
occult. Both seem to need a cosmic breakthrough — 
divine or demonic — to titillate their sated spirits. 
I am not trying to start an argument with anyone who 
has had a charismatic experience. I respect every gift 
received from the Holy Spirit for use in the body of 
Christ. My concern, which I know is shared by many, is 
about our p reoccupa t ion with the ou tward 
manifestations over the inner experience. Jesus had 
to page fourteen 
Calling Our Continent to Christ 
The General Calendar Brethren in Christ Calendar 
PHASE OCTOBER 72-DECEMBER 73 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO REPENTANCE 
AND PRAYER 
The launch period for a year of Christian evange-
lism that appropriately addresses the sores and 
ills of our time. 
- N o o n Prayer Call (Christmas, 1972-Jan. 5, 1973) 
-Fai th- ln-Act ion television special (Jan. 6) 
— Launch Sunday (Jan. 7) Simultaneous covenant 
services 
Oct. 15 
First of nine specia l Gospel T ide Hour broadcasts 
promot ing Key '73. (See opposite page.) 
Oct. 29 
Brethren in Christ launch date. Special Key '73 bulletins. 
Nov. 1-15 
"Small Groups" organized for evangelism and growth. 
Nov. 15-30 
Scripture distr ibution, especially the Key '73 edition of Luke 
and Acts. Goal—100,000 copies. 
Thanksgiving to Easter—Call to Repentance and Prayer 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO THE WORD OF GOD 
A massive sharing and study of the Scriptures 
that crosses every ethnic and cultural line. 
- B i b l e Distribution (Thanksgiving, 1972-Easter, 
1973) 
— Use of media in sharing Biblical message (Jan. 
7-March 7) 
—Interdenominational Bible study emphasis (Lent, 
1973) 
Dec-Apr. 
Distribution of Scriptures cont inued. 
• Involvement in the Luke-Acts Bible Study as promoted 
and explained by the news media. 
• Participation by individual study, prayer meeting groups, 
and Sunday sermons. 
• Emphasis—THE WORD OF GOD 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO THE 
RESURRECTION 
Christian witness that makes real by action, teach-
ing and demonstration the full impact of the 
Gospel. 
—Optional plans for a witness-survey (religious 
census) (Jan. 7-March 7) 
-Pe r i od of intensive Christian witness (March 
7-Easter, 1973) 
-Eas ter television special (Easter weekend) 
Jan.-Apr. 
Training of Laymen . . . 
• Coral Ridge Evangelism Program 
• Campus Crusade for Christ Approach 
• Or Other Methods 
• Intensive Lay Witness Activities 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO NEW LIFE 
A strong youth emphasis that identifies vital faith 
through the popular arts. 
— Video tape productions (to be created and aired 
locally) (Spring, 1973) 
-Teams of Christian artists, musicians, actors 
appearing where people are (Summer) 
—Sharing the Good News in leisure areas 
Mar.-Sept. 
Strong Youth Involvement 
• Special Singing Groups 
• Practical Ministries 
Drama 
• Testimonies in Informal Settings 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO PROCLAMATION 
Communicating the liberating Good News of Jesus 
Christ for a decisive response. 
- Y o u t h outreach weeks (June, July, 1973) 
— Special Key 73 emphases at state and county 
fairs (Aug., Sept., 1973) 
— Area impact weeks (preaching, community con-
tact and proclamation via available m e d i a -
radio, television and the press) (November) 
June-Oct. 
Proclamation of the Good News 
• Camp Meetings 
Congregational Revival Meetings 
Area Evangelistic Crusades 
Radio, Television, and Press 
Children's and Youth Camps 
CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO COMMITMENT 
A witness to the oneness Christians share in their 
concern for the needs of the world. 
— An initiative to reclaim Christmas (December) 
— Television Covenant Special that focuses on the 
years events (December 29) 
— Local celebrations through cooperative witness 
and action (Sunday. December 30) 
Dec. 
A Call to Commitment 
A Seeking of New Ways to Celebrate Christmas 
Final Sunday of 1973 Activities 
New Year's Eve Prayer and Praise 
Evangelical Visitor 
Denominational Broadcast 
Promotes Key 73 
The Gospel Tide Hour will air the following special 
programs in connection with Key 73. 
October 15 Dialogue on Key 73, Bishop Byers and 
Bishop Ginder 
October 22 Message by Bishop Byers. Feature on 
"Cooperative Involvement" by Bishop 
Ginder 
October 29 Message by Paul Hostetler, "The 
Value of Small Groups" 
November 5 Message by Bishop Byers. Three 
minute feature by Bishop Ginder on 
"Bible Distribution" 
November 12 Message by Bishop Byers. Feature on 
Bible Distribution by J. Ralph 
Wenger. 
December 3 Message by Bishop Byers. Feature by 
Danny Keefer on "Bible in a Basket." 
December 31 Message by Simon Lehman, Jr., 
"Saturation Evangelism" 
January 7 Message by Bishop Ginder, "A Year 
of Evangelism" 
February 4 Message by Walter Winger, "Lay 
Evangelism and Church Growth" 
"Messiah Home's 
Venture in Faith -1972" 
Since the first announcement, February 10, 1972, in 
the Evangelical Visitor about the Messiah Home reloca-
tion project, considerable planning has been in the 
making. Nursing care, providing facilities for guest who 
are not ambulatory is a must in the first stage of 
development at the Carlisle location. 
Effective planning includes architectural drawings and 
plans for the forty-bed nursing care facility and fund 
raising to provide the necessary capital. The Trustees of 
Messiah Home have retained the services of James W. 
Shaver, Incorporated, Barrington, Illinois, a Christian 
fund-raising organization, to lead "Messiah Home's 
Venture in Faith—1972." 
We are now in the midst of fund-raising which will 
conclude early in December. A General Campaign 
Committee plus a Conference Committee for each of the 
Eastern Conferences, are now at work. These committees 
are augmented by certain other committees and lay help 
that divides the responsibility but unites us in a common 
interest to present the needs and the ministry of Messiah 
Home. 
Each 'congregation will receive detailed information, 
thereby reaching each family of our eastern brotherhood. 
The program of Messiah Home is closely related to home 
life throughout the church. Our brotherhood concept, 
since before the turn of the century, has included a 
concern and ministry for aging and elderly brethren and 
sisters. 
The opportunity that will come to each family to share 
in this ministry involves a decision that will be made in 
the closeness and warmth of the family circle. The Board 
of Trustees feel confident that each family will give 
prayerful thought to this need, make a careful decision, 
and come the middle of December, necessary funds will 
have been underwritten to meet this crisis need of 
Messiah Home. 
Letters to the editor* 
Dear Editor: 
Re: "If a man love me, he will keep my 
word . . ." (Editorial, August 25, 1972) 
As a historian of the Brethren in Christ 
movement, I am struck by the way this editorial 
bridges back to the origin of our faith as a 
brotherhood. Conversion as a personal, 
heartfelt experience and obedience to the "all 
things" Christ commanded were the twin 
heartbeats of the spiritual life of our founding 
fathers. They could conceive of no biblical 
obedience which did not emanate from a 
dynamic New Birth, nor could they conceive of 
a genuine New Birth which failed to produce 
biblical obedience. 
In understanding the genesis of our faith, the 
"my word" of your editorial text is particularly 
important. Our fathers' guidelines for biblical 
interpretation, although perhaps not entirely 
consistent, were basically Christ centered. They 
believed that God's revelation of Himself 
through the Old Testament was partial or 
veiled, and that His full self-disclosure came 
only in Christ and the apostles who spoke in His 
name through the New Testament. 
This conviction determined their world view 
and is especially apparent in their ethical convic-
tions. In deciding, for example, what positions 
to take toward practices such as warfare, capital 
punishment, and oath swearing, they did not go 
back to the Hebrew experience in the Old 
Testament, which included these practices, but 
rather to the teachings and examples of "Christ 
and the apostles." To possible critics who 
envisioned a "flat" Bible with no progressive or 
ascending self-disclosure of God from the Old to 
the New Testament, I suspect that our 
forefathers would have replied simply that "In 
many and various ways God spoke of old to our 
fathers by the prophets; but in these last days he 
has spoken to us by a Son . . . ." (R.S.V.) 
Are we clear as a brotherhood on how God 
wishes to speak to us today? Are we hearing 
from a "fiat" Bible what we take to be His 
voice? Are we, perhaps, even beginning to 
accept the ideologies of secularistic culture as 
messages from Him? 
Grantham, Pa. 
C. O. Wittlinger 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
For some time now I have been bothered by 
the composition of the Board for Missions, with 
particular reference to the quantity of its 
members. (See Aug. 10 issue.) 
We should all be very well aware that a board 
of any type passes its peak efficiency between 8 
and 10 members and with each added member 
its efficiency decreases. Thus what can be said 
about the Mission Board with its 28 
members . . . 
Although I have heard the reasons several 
times why the board is so large, they don't even 
come close in reality to satisfying. 
One can well understand why it would be hard 
to make it into an efficient group since removal 
from a board is generally considered in Brethren 
in Christ circles as a sign of degradation and 
uselessness, and presence on a board is 
erroneously associated with power and help-
fulness. 
As a future mission worker, I find it hard to 
be overly excited by the fact that the group 
sending me is working with such inadequate 
principles and methods and I feel very strongly 









A Church Grows in Chikanta 
TT HAD BEEN a long day. As we jostled and heaved 
over the last mile of rough road, we wondered what 
kind of situation awaited us at the church, where we had 
been asked to visit with the Bible School students. 
By now it was dark, and as we pulled into the yard 
beside the pastor's house, I tried to think of how we 
would manage to get everything and everybody un-
packed, build a fire, get water, light lamps, cook supper, 
and get settled for the night. 
concern increased as Alpheus Munachonga and his 














ng us. The message had not gotten through. 
I need not have wasted one concerned thought, 
firewood, lights, brooms to sweep the rooms 
we would sleep, and an invitation to supper 
gh there were 10 of us) all came in rapid 
rig with the warm welcome of that first night, it 
derful week we spent at the Chikanta church. 
f homes were visited. A number of people 
lyers of repentance, and by the time we left, a 
ip of women and some men were coming 
d p 
regularly to the services. They promised that they would 
continue to come. 
Alpheus and Melita Munachonga had come to the 
church at Chikanta about a year before our visit. They 
had found a community torn by dissension, and a church 
consisting of little more than a name. But in that year 
they had worked themselves into the hearts of the people 
of that community. Our visit seemed to be just the boost 
that was needed to get the church going again. But we 
knew that the real secret of the success of the church at 
Chikanta did not lie in a concentrated evangelistic effort 
of one week. Rather, it lay with the continued 
faithfulness of the pastor and his wife. 
We were not disappointed. A few months later it was 
possible to open a Bible School extension center a little 
distance away from Chikanta, and every week the pastor 
brought a load of people in his Landrover to attend the 
classes. 
Several times we were able to go and visit the church 
again, and again we enjoyed the warm hospitality of the 
pastor's home and the spiritual fellowship of the com-





Congregate nd church building at Nakempa. 
'The People Were 
A N 13th September, 1968, Mr. F.S.C. Mweetwa, 
^ m a n a g e r of schools for the Sikalongo area, accom-
panied by Rev. D. Mushala, visited Nakempa school to 
do his regular duties as a manager of schools. 
When he finished the school inspection, he and Rev. 
Mushala saw us (Mr. Samson Muchimba and myself) on 
the idea of putting up a church building here. We, having 
accepted the idea, told them that we would report to 
them the final answer after we had seen the local village 
headmen and the P.T.A. committee members on the 
same issue. 
A week later church members were informed of the 
idea brought by the men mentioned above. The church 
warmly welcomed the idea, saying "We shall do 
whatever we can to see it built." Thereafter the case was 
brought before the village headmen and the P.T.A. 
committee members. They, too, were happy about it. 
'^^miWifmi 
'SiS? 
• • • M 
Grace Holland 
During those visits we sat in the pastor's house and saw 
the interaction of his family with the people who came in 
for this and that. We knew that the future was bright. 
As the months passed, the people at Chikanta began to 
talk about making a church building. The school 
classroom where services were held was often over-
crowded, and when any special service was being held, a 
grass enclosure had to be built out under the trees to care 
for the crowd. 
On our next visit to Chikanta, the men asked to have a 
meeting with us to discuss the construction of a building. 
We were not the ones to give them official advice on this 
project, but we were able to encourage them and direct 
them to their district overseer, Rev. Sampson Mudenda. 
He would advise them and tell them of the aid available 
from the church-at-large to help pay for the roof of their 
church. 
It was with joy that we later heard of the ground-
breaking ceremony held on 8th December, 1971, for the 
beginning of the new building. We were unable to be 
there, but we were excited to know that this community 
would now have its own church building as a symbol of 
the living church nurtured there by God and His faithful 
servants, the Munachongas. 
Pastor Munachonga and his wife, with one of his parishioners, having 






Willing to Build" 
They gave us the right to use our school children in 
making bricks. 
On 25th October, 1968,1 sent the final and yet positive 
answer to Mr. F.S.C. Mweetwa, stating that people here 
were willing to build the church. While that report was 
being sent to Mr. Mweetwa, pupils and other church 
workers were out in the villages to ask for brick 
moulders. Three thousand bricks were made, but unfor-
tunately two thousand of them were spoilt by the rains as 
the rain-season had come. Brick-making continued in 
1969 and in August 1969 the actual building started. The 
builder, Goodwell Mutoloki, demanded K30.00 ($42.00) 
from the church members. 
The completion of this church was not 100% done by 
the local people here, although they played an important 
part. Other organizations and people as individuals 
helped very much. For example, (a) the churches in 
America gave us the door and window frames and half of 
Aaron M. Mulonga 
the zinc on the roof, (b) Mr. F.S.C. Mweetwa gave the 
other half of the zinc, (c) the Church Executive Board 
provided us with the windowpanes and putty, (d) roofing 
was done in a day by Bishop Kipe with the help of his 
sons and some local men, (e) fitting of doors and panes 
was also done in a day by the same Bishop, this time 
helped by his wife. They worked very hard competing 
with time. At last the sun bid them a farewell while they 
still had some work to do and an artificial light was called 
for. (0 Rev. D. Mushala brought to us a sum of K37.73 
($52.87) contributed by the Sikalongo communities. 
Excluding the roofing materials, door and window 
frames, doors, panes and putty, paint for the doors and 
window frames, the total cost of the church was K.72.12 
($100.97). 
Compiled and produced by 
A. M. Mulonga 
for Nakempa Church members 
mm 
"O Death, Where Is Thy Sting?" 
John R. Sider 
"It will do when I am dying" was a phrase in one of the 
favourite tent meeting songs when I was a little fellow. 
The years which have passed since those days have time 
and again proven the truth in that song. India, where 
death is common and unsophisticated, has numerous 
shining examples of death without the sting. Daniel was 
one. 
Daniel and his family lived at Ikra, one of the most 
isolated and inaccessible villages in the district. The 
isolation meant that a visiting preacher got to their 
village only rarely, so the family usually worshipped 
alone. The isolation also meant that the family was far 
away from medical help, which Daniel badly needed. He 
had contracted tuberculosis (its name in Hindi is raj rog, 
the king of diseases) and in the end he became its victim. 
As his condition worsened and the end was near, 
Daniel's non-Christian brothers came to talk to his wife. 
"Your husband is going to die. So let us perform the rites 
of our people to insure his well-being after death." Daniel 
heard them and answered, "I know I am going to die, but 
you must not come and harass my wife in this way. We 
are Christians. Leave." And they did. 
That night Daniel died, but not before he had left a 
parting admonition and comfort. "You must not look at 
this wasted body and weep," he told his wife. "When you 
see me again I shall have a restored and healthy body. 
Nor should you weep for me after I am gone because I 
shall be happy." And without his wife's realizing it, 
although she was right by his side, his spirit took its 
flight. 
A messenger brought word to Patras Hembrome, who 
went at once. It was late afternoon before he could reach 
the village. Again the brothers had come, this time to 
demand the body, but upon Patras' arrival they left. His 
comment was, "Never have I seen such peace as there 
was on Daniel's wife's face. Now widowed, she did not 
weep, but instead was serene." ' 
Daniel found that death had no sting. His wife found 
that the grave had no victory. 
J/ow Co*/t Be? 
JACOB R.SHENK 
O God, you are so good and great, 
In you dwells all power: power life to create. 
You made the world, the moon, yes billions stars, 
The largest planet and e'en the tiniest flowers. 
O God, how can it be, how can it be, 
You even chose to make a man like me? 
Your power you did reveal through your dear Son. 
The one who battled death and hell, and won. 
To rise victorious o'er the grave. 
That all men resurrection power might have. 
O God, how can it be, how can it be, 
You want to show that power through me? 
Your Son revealed your power to cleanse and heal, 
Your power to calm the storm with "Peace be still." 
Your power the shaking palsied hand to stop, 
Your power to end that awful leprous rot. 
O God, how can it be, how can it be. 
You meant that men should see that power in me? 
8 
Then your Son you from the earth removed, 
But did not leave us with an empty void. 
For He had said, "My power shall live in you," 
The Holy Spirit who gives strength all things to do. 
This power the early church possessed 
And men saw through them that you exist. 
O God, how can it be, how can it be, 
That all the world cannot see you through me? 
O God, with shame we bow before your face, 
And plead for mercy through your matchless grace. 
We've often said, "We know, O God, you're there." 
Then in our own strength we try; 'til in despair, 
Alas, we recognize our faith has been displaced. 
The things of time and sense have hid your face. 
Forgive us, God, increase our faith we pray, 
That men might see this matchless Power today. 
O God, just let it be, just let it be. 
Your matchless power the world to see through me! 
Evangelical Visitor 
Brethren in Christ 
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Avg. Membership 149; 57% Increase 
Where Does All the Money Come From? 
Missions in the Brethren in Christ Chirch depends 
upon (1) congregational giving, and (£) individual 
contributions. These charts, based on figures in 
General Conference Minutes, illustrate six "typical" 
congregations and their per member giving. 
The lowest portion of each graph indicates the 
amount of per member giving spent on congregational 
items. The second, darker portion indicates money 
sent to Missions. The top portion represents that part of 
the per member giving which goes to other General 
Church agencies. 
How Does Your Congregation Compare 
You can determine your congregation's giving profile 
by turning to the Statistical and Financial Reports in the 
General Conference Minutes. (NOTE: Prior to 1967, 
"Missions" giving is a combination of three categories: 
"World Missions," "Home Missions," and "Peace, 
Relief and Service.") Charting the per member giving 
for a ten-year span gives a historical perspective of 
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Avg. Membership 184; 18% Increase 
Where Does All the Money Go 
THE MISSION BUDGET (THIS YEAR $$447,090) IS ALLOCATED IN THE 
FOLLOWING PROPORTION: 
OVERSEAS MINISTRIES 
Rhodesia, Zambia, India, Japan, Nicaragua 
NORTH AMERICAN MINISTRIES 
Life Line Mission, Montreal Lake Children's Home, 
Navajo Mission 
Mission and Extension Churches 
CHRISTIAN SERVICE MINISTRIES 
Overseas and Domestic, including Relief 
"SUPPORTIVE MINISTRIES" 
Administration, Information Services and 
Contingencies 
(Source: 1972 BFM Budget) 
In 1960, 18% of the total giving of the Brethren 
in Christ went for Missions. In 1970, the 
percentage dropped to 14% of total Brethren in 
Christ giving. 
(Source: General Conference Minutes) 
Of every Mission Dollar, 23<t goes to Mission 
and Extension Churches in the United States 
and Canada. 
(Source: 1972 BFM Budget) 
Of the 52$ of every Mission Dollar 
which goes for overseas ministries, 
28$ goes for Africa 
13$ goes for India 
7$ goes for Japan 
4(t goes for Nicaragua 
(Source: 1972 BFM Budget) 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST MISSIONS 
Box 149 
Elizabethtown, PA 17022 
Phone (717) 367-7045 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST MISSIONS 
R. 1 
Stevensville, Ontario, Canada 
Phone (416) 382-2641 
Brethren in Christ Missions Directory 
FOURTH QUARTER, 1972 
MISSIONS 
Rhodesia 
Bishop's Office: P.O. Box 711, Bulawayo, 
Rhodesia, Africa 
Edna M. Switzer 
Field Secretary: P.O. Box 223, Bulawayo, 
Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder 
Education Secretary: P.O. Box 1752, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy 
Ekuphileni Bible Institute: P.B. M-5218, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Luke L. Keefer 
Eva Mae Melhorn 
Bible Institute Extension Centre: P.B. 
M-5218, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk 
Financial Secretary: P.O. Box 1219, Bula-
wayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Z. Musser* 
Matopo Book Centre: P.O. Box 554, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder 
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Wingert* 
Phyllis A. Engle* 
Mrs. Jesse Lady* 
Elsie G. Sheffer* 
Matopo Secondary School: Private Bag 
T-5391, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann 
Daryl Climenhaga* 
Erma G. Lehman 
Dorothy M. Martin 
Barbara Stanstield 
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M-5216, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel J. King 
JoAnne Brubaker 
Miriam Frey 
Ruth E. Hock 
Nancy J. Kreider 
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 
M-5211, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Mann* 
Marilyn Ebersole 
Evelyn Noel 
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private Bag 
T-5407, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman 
Lois Book 
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S-5367, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 




Youngways Hostel (for missionary 
children): 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker 
Mrs. Katie Tyson* 
Language/Orientation Course (until Dec. 




Lois Jean Sider 
Betty Winger* 
Zambia 
Bishop's Residence and Office: P.O. Box 
115, Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Bishop and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe 
Velma R. Brillinger 
Field Secretary: P.O. Box 92, Choma, 
Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern 
Choma Bible Institute: P.O. Box 131, 
Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Marshall S. Poe 
Fannie Longenecker 
Choma Bible Institute Extension Center: 
P.O. Box 131, Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Fredric L. Holland 
Choma Bookroom: P.O. Box 198, Choma, 
Zambia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Brubaker 
Naomi Hykes* 
Choma Secondary School: P.O. Box 92, 
Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Bulgrien 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark H. Horst* 
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Ruegg* 
Financial Secretary: P.O. Box 83, Choma, 
Zambia, Africa 
Doris Stern 
Macha Mission: Private Bag 11xc, Choma, 
Zambia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas L. Shelly 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Graybill* 
Merle Musser* 
Macha Mission Hospital: P.O. Box 340, 
Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Z. Bert 
Mary E. Heisey 
Shirley A. Heisey 
Martha L. Lady 
Arlene Miller* 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Musser* 
Laverne K. Musser* 
Macha Secondary School: Private Bag 15xc 
Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Mary Olive Lady 
Edith E. Miller 
Nahumba Mission: P.O. Box 173, Choma 
Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker 
Charles N. Musser* 
Sikalongo Mission Hospital: P.O. Box 131, 
Choma, Zambia, Africa 
Ann McEwen 
India 
General Superintendent's Residence, Ban-
mankhi Mission: P.O. Banmankhi, N.E. Rail-
way, District Purnea, Bihar, India 854-202 
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey R. Sider 
Madhipura Mission: P.O. Madhipura, N.E. 
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India 
852-113 
Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Kreider 
Purnea Mission: P.O. Purnea, N.E. Railway, 
District Purnea, Bihar, India 
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Sider (until Nov. 10) 
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober 
Other Ministries—India: FEBA: B-4A, 
Kailash Colony, New Delhi-48, India 
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter 
12/A Underbill Lane, Delhi 6, India 
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith 
Allahabad Bible Seminary, 20 Stanley 
Road, Allahabad 2, U.P., India 
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke 
Japan 
General Superintendent's Residence: 
309-15, 4 Chome, Hana-Koganei, Kodaira, 
Tokyo, Japan 187 
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill 
2 Ku, Nishiichi, Toyota Cho, Toyoura Gun, 
Yamaguchi-Ken, Japan 
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook 
75-70 Honmachi, Yamonota, Shimonoseki-
shi, Yamaguchi-Ken, Japan 750 
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight W. Thomas* 
Nicaragua 
Apartado 1044, Managua, Nicaragua, C. A. 
Rev. and Mrs. Walter J. Kelly 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Musser 
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH 
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book, 247 Euclid 
Place, Upland, Calif. 91786 
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober, R. 1 
Nanticoke, Ontario, Canada (until Nov. 1) 
Anna Kettering, 17 Broad St., Box 
228, Palmyra, Pa. 17078 
Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler, Box 149, 
Grantham, Pa. 17027 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Knepper, 3210 North 
State Route 48, Covington, Ohio 45318 
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Ludwig, R. 1, 
Annville, Pa. 17003 
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Nissly, 1806 Joni 
Leann, Urbana, 111.61801 
Eva Mae Peters, R. 2, Manheim, Pa. 
17545 
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Sider (after Nov. 10) 
c/o Brethren in Christ Missions, R. 1, 
Stevensville, Ontario, Canada 
Donna L. Sollenberger, R. 2, Chambers-
burg, Pa. 17201 
Leora Yoder, 1153 Hudson St., Harris-
burg, Pa. 17111 
MISSIONS 
Canada 
Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Timber Bay, Sask. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Albrecht 
Andrea Beuker 





Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Heise 
J. Edward Myers* 
Mrs. Olga Peters 
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Stickley 
United States 
Bronx (Fellowship Chapel) 
246 E. TremontAve., Bronx, N. Y. 10457 
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book 
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Crider* 
Lucille Engle* 
Nancy Fisher* 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lebo* 
Devera Meiser* 
Ruth Musser* 
Labish Village, Salem, Ore. 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hoffman 
(4383 Dover Ave., N.E., Salem, Oregon 
97303) 
New Mexico (Navajo Mission) 
Bloomfield, N. M. 87413 
Dr. and Mrs. Marion J. Heisey 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Earl Wolgemuth 




Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gordon* 
Marilyn Heisey 
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Helems* 
Erma R. Hess* 
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Hess 
Anna Marie Hoover 
Eunice Hoover 
Mr. and Mrs. John Imboden* 
Joyce Musser* 
Elsie L. Stauffer* 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin K. Stoner* 
Kathleen Thuma 
Loreen Wideman* 
Mr. and Mrs. John David Zimmerman* 
Interpreter—John Peter Yazzie 
San Francisco (Life Line Chapel) 
422 Guerrero St., San Francisco, Calif. 
94110 




San Francisco (Life Line Mission) 
917 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif. 
94107 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hale 
Thomas Frey* 
Wilson Frey* 
Paul Keagy, Jr.* 





Paddockwood (North Star Mission) 
Rev. and Mrs. D. Maurice Moore 
(Box 64) Meath Park, Sask., Canada 
Port Rowan (Walsingham) 
Rev. Eldon Byer 
(45 Colville St., Walsingham, Ont.) 
Virginiatown 
Virginiatown, Ont., Canada 
No appointment at present 
United States 
Allisonia (Farris Mines) 
Allisonia, Va. 24310 
Rev. Paul Smucker 
(Hillsville, Va. 24343) 
Blalrs Mills 
Blairs Mills, Pennsylvania 
Rev. William Swartz 
(Mitflintown, Pa., R. 2, Box 243,17059) 
Blandburg 
Blandburg, Pa. 16619 
Rev. Harry L. Ritchey 
(R. 2, Box 179, Everett, Pa. 15537) 
Brooklyn 
225 Sterling St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11225 
Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Loney 
Callaway (Adney Gap) 
Callaway, Va. 24067 
Rev. Larry Strouse 
Columbia (Millerfields) 
Columbia, Ky. 42728 
Rev. Atlee M. Hershberger 
(R. 3, Box 157, Columbia, Ky. 42728) 
Dayton 
831 Herman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
Rev. Ohmer U. Herr 
(R. 1, Box 241, Clayton, Ohio 45315) 
Garlln (Bloomington) 
Columbia, Ky. 42728 
Rev. Abraham Becker 
(Sano Rt., Box 333C) 
Hillman (Maple Grove) 
Hillman, Michigan 49746 
Rev. Earl Miller 
(R.1,Mio, Mich. 48647) 
Hillsville (Bethel) 
Hillsville, Va. 
Rev. Paul Smucker 
(R. 4, Hillsville, Va. 24343) 
Hunlock Creek 
Hunlock Creek, Pa. 
Rev. Ross Morningstar 
(331 Vine St., Berwick, Pa. 18603) 
Ickesburg (Saville) 
Ickesburg, Pa. 
Rev. Milford Brubaker 
(R. 2, Newville, Pa. 17241) 
Knlfley (Knifley Chapel) 
Knifley, Ky. 42753 
Rev. Atlee M. Hershberger 
(R. 3, Box 157, Columbia, Ky. 42728) 
Little Marsh (Jemison Valley) 
Little Marsh, Pa. 
Rev. Samuel K. Oldham 
(R. 1, Box 30, Little Marsh, Pa. 16931) 
Llewellyn 
Llewellyn, Pa. 17944 
Rev. Larry Steffee (Box 117) 
Mt. Holly Springs 
Mt. Holly Springs, Pa. 17065 
Rev. Ernest U. Dohner 
(Box 32, Grantham, Pa. 17027) 
Salem (Labish Community Church) 
4522 Scott Ave., N.E., Salem, Ore. 97303 
Rev. Art Cooper (4306 Scott Ave., N.E.) 
Sheboygan 
1325 Carl Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. 53081 
Rev. Tyrus R. Cobb 
Uniontown (Searights) 
Uniontown, Pa. 15401 
Rev. Wm. H. Martin 
(Box 67, Chestnut Ridge, Pa. 15422) 
EXTENSION CHURCHES 
Canada 
Delisle (Community Chapel) 
Deiisle, Sask., Canada 
Robert Climenhaga (Box 212) 
Hamilton (Ridgemount) 
Cor. of Jameston and Caledon Sts. 
Hamilton, Ont., Canada 
Rev. John Schock 
(288 Caledon Ave., Hamilton 51, Ont.) 
Saskatoon (Massey Place) 
Saskatoon, Sask., Canada 
Rev. Jerry Zook (3149 Massey Dr.) 
United States 
Baltimore (Marlyn A venue) 
611 S. Marlyn Ave., Baltimore, Md. 
Rev. Marvin Keller 
(925 Homberg Ave., 21221) 
Cincinnati (Western Hills Church) 
2815 Robert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 
Rev. J. Andrew Stoner (3407 Ferncroft 
Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211) 
Glenn Detwiler* 
Hagerstown (Paramount) 
Hagerstown, Md. 21740 
Rev. J. Ralph Wenger 
(61 W. Long Meadow Road) 
Hanover (Conewago) 
301 Maple Avenue, Hanover, Pa. 17331 
Rev. Kenneth Reid 
(212KrugAve.) 
Harrisburg (Bellevue Park) 
2001 Chestnut St., Harrisburg, Pa. 
Rev. John K. Stoner 
(1803 Mulberry St., 17104) 
Harrisburg (Skyline View) 
7733 Hillcrest Ave., Harrisburg, Pa. 
Rev. LeRoy B. Walters 
(7717 Hillcrest Ave. 17112) 
McMinnvllle (Rolling Acres Community 
Church) 
McMinnville, Tenn. 37111 
Rev. Gerald Wingert (401 Pace St.) 
Ontario 
1205 Baker Ave., Ontario, Calif. 91762 
Rev. Aaron H. Stern (1549 Bonita Court) 
Orlando 
745 Holden Ave., Orlando, Fla. 32809 
Rev. Maurice Bender (741 Holden Ave.) 
Phoneton 
Phoneton, Ohio 45355 
Rev. Elam O. Dohner (Box 95) 
Roanoke (Valley View) 
5648 Oakland Blvd. and Verndale Dr., 
N.E., Roanoke, Va. 24019 
Rev. Orvin White, Jr. 
(509 Elden Ave., N.E., 24014) 
Smlthvllle (Pomeroy Chapel) 
Smithville, Tenn. 37166 
Rev. David P. Buckwalter (R. 1) 
CHRISTIAN SERVICE MINISTRIES 
"Other personnel serving in Voluntary 
Service are listed under the unit to which as-
signed in other departments of the 
DIRECTORY. 
Serving Under MCC 
Keith Barr, Mennonite Service Unit, 
Child Center, Laurel, Md. 20810 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Charlton, Ecole 
Secondaire Protestante, B.P. 82, Buta, 
Province du Haut—Zaire, Republique 
du Zaire 
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Engle, Edwaleni 
Secondary School, P.O. Box 41, Nhlon-
gano, Swaziland 
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Engle, Mennonite 
Service Unit, c/o Emmanuel Community 
Center,1308 Rose St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
45210 
Evan L. Heise, Mission Evangelique du 
Maniema, Kama, B.P. 2658, Bukavu, 
Republique of Zaire 
Beth Heisey, MCC, P.O. Box 2238, Jebel 
Aman, Aman, Jordan 
Paul W. Heisey, Kuru Secondary School, 
P.O. Box 59, Bukuru, Benue Plateau 
State, Nigeria 
Mr. and Mrs. John Metzler, Chipembi 
Girls' School, P.O. Box 18, Chisamba 
Zambia 
Lois Thuma, Mennonite Service Unit, 
Appalachia Regional Hospital, McDowell, 
Ky. 41647 
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Wolgemuth, I.M.E. 
Kimpese, via Kinshasa, Republique 
de Zaire 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Yoder, MCC, 
Djlan Pendjawi 48, Pati, Djawa Tengah, 
Indonesia 
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Zercher, A.I.M. 
—Oicha, B.P. 73, Beni via Goma, Zaire 
SELF-SUPPORTING 
MISSIONARY ASSOCIATES 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stuebing, P.O. 
Box R. W. 133 Lusaka, Zambia, Africa 
Rev. and -Mrs. Lamar F. Fretz, D.L.T.T.C, 
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Zambia, Africa 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST 
PERSONNEL SERVING UNDER 
AND SUPPORTED BY 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o Trans 
World Radio, Box 141, Monte Carlo, 
Monaco (Trans World Radio) 
Ethel Doner, Port-de-Paix, Haiti, West 
Indies (Unevangelized Fields Mission) 
Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish Court, 
Devenish St., Sunnyside, Pretoria, 
South Africa (Sponsored by The 
Evangelical Alliance Mission) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Haines, Edinburgh 
Mission Medical Hospital, P.O. Box 11, 
Nazareth, Israel 
Kenneth Keefer, Hoa Khanh Children's 
Hospital, c/o Hq. Det. MAC-V Team 
#1 (FRAC), APO San Francisco, Calif. 
96349 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Paul J. Lehman, via 
Cantore, 36100 Vincenza, Italy 
Gulabi McCarty, 1 Wheeler Rd., Banga-
lore 5, Mysore State, India (Youth lor 
Christ) 
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski, El Salva-
dor, Zacatecas, Mexico (Mexican Evan-
gelistic Mission) 
Lois Raser, El Salvador, Zacatecas, 
Mexico (Evangelical Methodist Church) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Ressler, Cen-
tral Alaskan Missions, Inc., Glennallen, 
Alaska 99588 
Harriet Trautwein, APO 24, San Juanito, 
Chihuahua, Mexico (Mexican Evan-
gelistic Mission) 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, San 
Pedro Soteapan, Ver. Mexico (Wy-
cliffe Bible Translators) 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE 
PERSONNEL SERVING IN 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST 
INSTITUTIONS 
Camp Lakeview 
5868 Tody Rd., Goodrich, Mich. 48438 
David Huntoon 
Messiah Children's Home 
R. 1, Mount Joy, Pa. 17552 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sider 







Mile High Pines Youth Camp 
Angelus Oaks, Calif. 92305 
Dennis Forry 
Michael E. Myers 
MEN IN CIVILIAN ALTERNATE 
(1-W) SERVICE 
As reported by their Pastors to 
Christian Service Ministries Office 
Glen Heise, Tri-Parish Ministries, 3 N. 16th 
St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17103 
Lester Stence, Norristown State Hospital; 
1801 Laura Lane, Apt. B-9, Norristown, 
Pa. 19401 
Ray Whitehead, W. A. Foote Memorial 
Hospital, 205 N. East Ave., Jackson, 
Mich. 49201 
"Go to . . . That Great City 99 
r P H E DESPERATE PLIGHT of America's inner 
cities constitutes an urgent call to contemporary 
Christians. The times call for a growing number of 
evangelicals who are both radically committed and well-
trained. 
As foreign mission fields become less open to 
American personnel, and as the desperate need of 
American cities becomes increasingly obvious, the 
possibility for increased service in the city will arise. If 
evangelicals are to seize this opportunity, they must have 
a substantial core of trained youth familiar with the joys, 
griefs and challenges of the inner city. 
Thus an innovative program was initiated at the 
Messiah College Campus at Temple University to make 
it possible for college students to live, learn, and serve in 
the inner city for a period of twelve weeks. Conceived by 
Dr. Ronald J. Sider, Acting Director of the Philadelphia 
campus, the 1972 summer seminar attracted students 
from Bethel College (Minnesota), Malone College 
(Ohio), Roberts Wesleyan College (New York), 
Wheaton College (Illinois), Eastern Mennonite College 
(Virginia), and six colleges and universities in Penn-
sylvania: Cheney State, Eastern Baptist, Kutztown State, 
Lincoln, Messiah, and Temple. 
Philadelphia, a metropolitan area of some four million 
people, offers a vast array of different approaches to, and 
theologies of, urban mission. Some, like Teen Challenge, 
have an individualistic perspective stressing personal re-
generation; others, like the Metropolitan Associates of 
Philadelphia, attempt to humanize the broad political 
and economic structures and institutions of the 
metropolis. 
Thirty-two students, nineteen black and thirteen white, 
enrolled in the four-hour college course "Models of 
Christian Ministry in the City." Through on-site inspec-
tion, lectures, reading, and their daily employment, the 
participants explored different means of ministering to 
urban needs. 
Messiah Enrollment 
At New High 
Latest registration figures from the Registrar's 
office place the fall enrollment at Messiah College 
at 831. Of this number 43 are enrolled at the 
Philadelphia campus. 
The enrollment sets a new high for student 
population. One year ago the college registered 
800. 
Twenty-one states and several foreign countries 
are represented. Those states most heavily 
represented are Pennsylvania, Maryland, New 
Jersey, New York, and Ohio. About 40 different 
denominations are represented. About 22% of the 
students are Brethren in Christ, a reduction of 
about 5% from a year ago. 
October 10,1972 
In session every Monday and Wednesday evening, the 
class included an introduction to the concepts of white 
racism, black theology, and a theological basis for social 
action. Each student was required to read a number of 
books on the church in the city, including history, 
biography, urban politics, and race relations, and to 
develop a plan for his own church's involvement in the 
city, including steps to prepare the people of the church 
for such involvement. 
Along with the course, each student experienced direct 
activity in some agency in the city through full-time 
employment financed through his college's work-study 
program. Summer seminar students worked with eight 
different organizations in various recreational and 
educational activities. These included two separate 
branches of the Salvation Army, a mental health center, 
Teen Haven, the YMCA, Southside Community Center, 
and Lakeside Youth Service. 
Three Messiah College students plus two from out-of-
state colleges worked in recreational and community 
development in the area immediately around the Messiah 
College center, under the leadership of the Berean 
Community Center. This is the area where part of the 
Brethren in Christ Men's Fellowship project for 1972-73 
is directed. 
Many people who own their own homes feel threatened 
by deterioration of houses owned by institutions, and by 
absentee landlords. A non-profit community corporation 
is seeking to purchase, renovate and rent these vacant 
and deteriorating buildings, thus reversing the trend 
toward deterioration and providing reasonably priced 
and adequate housing with community, rather than 
absentee, control. 
The course was taught by Rev. Randy Jones, a black 
evangelical and Methodist minister. He is also 
superintendent and pastor of Southside Community 
Center, a 1969 graduate of Lincoln University, and a 
1972 graduate of Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary. 
Serving with Rev. Randy Jones was Rev. Merle 
Brubaker, alumnus of Messiah and Upland, and former 
pastor at Chino, California, and Massillon, Ohio. In 
addition to directing the summer seminar, he is also 
advisor to a small team of students involved in an 
educational program for Mennonite and Brethren in 
Christ churches. The team, upon invitation, presents 
programs in rural and suburban churches designed to 
stimulate investigation and increased understanding of 
the urban mission field. 
Messiah College opened the living-learning center at 
2026 N. Broad Street four years ago with these objec-
tives: 1) to add variety and enrichment to the majors 
available at Grantham; 2) to offer additional majors to 
Messiah College students through a unique arrangment 
with Temple University; 3) to provide the opportunity for 
cross-cultural learning experiences; and 4) to discover 
what, if any, contribution a Christian institution can 
make in the inner city. 
Dr. Ronald J. Sider and his wife, Arbutus, have lived 
at the center since it opened in the fall of 1968. He is the 
son of Pastor and Mrs. James Sider of the Oak Ridges 
Brethren in Christ congregation, Ontario, Canada. 
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REVIVAL AND MIRACLES 
from page three 
something to say about a generation that needs a sign. 
Thirdly, I felt the revival movement in Indonesia did 
not need these physical confirmations of its authenticity. 
Renewal in the church, new believers by the tens of 
thousands, church growth so rapid it could hardly be 
charted — these things were proof enough to me that 
God was wonderfully visiting the country. This was the 
substance, the cake. Anything else was just frosting. 
But what about the frosting? Did some miracles occur? 
Undoubtedly. No one who is acquainted with the situa-
tion disputes this. A missionary in Indonesia says: "We 
know that God has done miracles, although reports from 
responsible church people question some of the 'miracles 
purportedly done by God." 
There is no clash of faith and unbelief in that 
statement. It reflects a healthy attitude. Faith to believe 
in miracles doesn't preclude an inquiring mind. The Bible 
advises us to test the spirits. Whatever is truly of God will 
stand the test. 
On the other hand, why should we stagger when God 
— who, if He is anything, is omnipotent and sovereign — 
sends miracles when and where He chooses to confirm 
His Word? In his book, Miracles, C. S. Lewis says, "The 
mind which asks for a non-miraculous Christianity is a 
mind in process of relapsing from Christianity into mere 
'religion.'" 
Perhaps it will help our understanding if we know 
something of the time, the place and the people. 
The time was 1964-66. The place? Indonesia — fifth 
most populous nation in the world. Strategically located 
off the tip of Southeast Asia, in imminent danger of 
going Communist. In a dramatic reversal which many 
Indonesians believe was God's intervention, the nation 
was spared. The demigod, Sukarno, was overthrown. 
Politically and economically, the nation was on the 
ropes. 
The people? Animists (worshipers of spirits) for the 
most part, although claimed in the Islamic fold. 
Although the church in the main was theologically 
orthodox, it was sadly deficient in spiritual life. Many 
church members continued idolatrous practices. 
Into this setting the Spirit of God wonderfully moved. 
It is hard to pinpoint the beginning of the revival because 
no one was looking for it. It may have started on the 
island of Java in 1964 with a Bible. A boy who had been 
attending a Christian school in Salatiga returned home to 
central Java for the holidays that year with a New 
Testament in his pocket, a gift from the school. Religion 
seemed to have died out in his Communist village, but 
every evening the boy would read the stories about Jesus 
to his brothers and sisters. Soon some adults joined the 
group. Then friends and neighbors dropped in. All agreed 
they never had heard such beautiful stories. 
Anxious to have the gospel explained, they sent a 
message to Salatiga asking for a preacher. When Pastor 
Soesilo came a group of 150 gathered to hear him, all of 
whom were baptized six months later. These told others 
and before long 12 adjacent villages had requested a 
preacher and another 160 were baptized. 
Although there were several unrelated movings of the 
Spirit almost simultaneously, that story is as good as any 
to mark the beginning. 
But it should be noted that the revival has never 
touched the whole country. Neither has it touched the 
entire church. Miracles occurred almost exclusively in 
the more animistic areas, and even there current reports 
indicate that these begin to drop away when the new 
converts get into the Scriptures. A missionary who has 
just returned from many years on Timor says that 
presently physical miracles are almost as scarce there as 
they are in America, but the work of evangelism and 
renewal may now be more solid than in the earlier days. 
Another missionary writes: "It has long been a 
concern to many of us that the gracious work of God here 
has been commercialized. The deeper spiritual work of 
church renewal has been neglected in favor of the 
charismatic manifestations." 
The big question everybody asks is, "Were people 
raised from the dead?" If you can't believe it, you 
shouldn't be troubled since there is not one medically 
confirmed case. Nothing is going to come unglued if your 
faith doesn't stretch that far. But if your faith doesn't 
stagger at the prospect, you can join the company of 
some Timorese — and at least one missionary — who 
believed it happened. However, no one I have talked with 
endorses the book's claim that one man had been dead 
four days. 
The two or three cases to which they would give some 
credence involved the persons having been "dead" only a 
few hours. One man who knows the situation well from 
years of residence on Timor made this trenchant com-
ment: "The people who comprised the witness teams 
around whose ministry the miracles occurred were 
wonderful people possessed, for the most part, with an 
innocent simplicity. If trained doctors are unable U 
agree on when a person is clinically dead, how should 
these people be expected to make that critical 
judgment?" 
This same man feels that a great deal of charity must 
be exercised in evaluating the reports of the witness 
teams. All of those on the teams were spiritual infants. 
Almost all were young people. None were trained. Most 
were illiterate. At one time more than 100 of these teams 
— numbering in personnel from five to 20 — were 
scattered throughout the island. 
That these teams were greatly used of God no one will 
deny. Thousands found Christ. Some signs accompanied 
their witness. Significantly, these usually occurred in 
connection with fetish-burning. Around these same 
fetishes in earlier days the witch doctors had done their 
own miracles. How appropriate that God would 
demonstrate His power as the fetishes were being burned! 
But recognizing the faithful witness of these teams 
should not blind us to their human failures. There were 
excesses, including date-setting for the second coming of 
Christ. There were exaggerations in the reports as 
successive teams tried to "keep up" with earlier ones. 
There was some immorality. There was irrationality as 
for a while the "revelation" of specific sins in individuals 
preoccupied them and created serious tensions. 
There is no need to overplay or underplay these things. 
They are there as part of the record, and that should 
shake no one's faith. Honesty contributes to credibility. 
In the biblical record the Holy Spirit never glosses over 
the frailties of even the holiest of saints. 
As one Indonesian missionary says: "We certainly 
don't want to throw out the baby with the bath water, but 
people should not be misled by unbalanced reporting." 
So in the interest of a balanced report, a few things are 
worth pointing out: 
(1) With few exceptions, the spectacular things 
reported in the book are certainly not happening in 
Indonesia today. The miracles which did occur happened 
mostly on the island of Timor and principally in the 
period of 1965-66. From reading the book, people are apt 
to get the impression that miracles are daily occurrences 
even now all over Indonesia. They are not. This does not 
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mean, of course, that the revival is over. The work of 
regeneration and renewal goes on. If the "signs" are 
missing today, it only means that God sovereignly sent 
them for a particular purpose to a particular people at a 
particular time. 
Again, C. S. Lewis has a helpful word here: "God does 
not shake miracles into Nature at random as if from a 
pepper-caster. They come on great occasions: they are 
found at the great ganglions of history — not of political 
or social history, but of that spiritual history which 
cannot be fully known by men." 
The revival in Indonesia was such a moment. Past 
experience teaches us that as the moment passes, so do 
the miracles. To try to reproduce them in another time 
and another context (or even in the same context) is an 
effort doomed to failure. And the failure, in addition to 
giving the enemies of God an occasion to scoff, could 
prove disastrous to the weak faith of some. 
(2) This book raises for many people the question: 
"Are charismatic spectaculars the norm for every 
revival?" Unfortunately the book implies an affirmative 
answer. My correspondence shows the kinds of spiritual 
problems that result from such an assumption. 
Miracles are not served up on order. By their very 
definition they are the exception rather than the rule. It is 
very important to know that miracles, tongues and other 
charismatic expressions have not been the rule in the 
Indonesian revival. Of the tens of thousands touched by 
the Spirit of God on Timor, only a handful have claimed 
the gift of tongues. Thousands of believers in those 
churches have never experienced a miracle beyond the 
new birth. 
To portray miracles as the revival norm is to en-
courage honest and sincere Christians to try to work up 
in the flesh what the Holy Spirit has not produced. In 
some cases, as with the seven sons of Sceva (Acts 19), the 
results are ludicrous. In others, they are faith-shattering. 
A miracle is not authenticated by repetition. Nor is 
one's spiritual life enhanced by building a tabernacle 
alongside the memory of a miracle and staying there, 
trying to create the glow. The reast test is not what 
happened then, but what happens afterwards. The fruit of 
the Spirit, according to Galatians 6, is considerably more 
than a continuing series of charismatic manifestations. 
(3) When asked if we can duplicate the Indonesian 
revival in America, the author of Like A Mighty Wind 
says we can if we will "take out that small computer 
which is your brain and put it in a little box and shoot it 
to the moon. Then let God use your heart." 
Even allowing that he is speaking hyperbolically, that 
still is a dangerous statement. Emotion unrestrained by 
reason is a risky guide. God has never asked a man to 
murder his intellect in order to be an instrument of the 
Holy Spirit. 
Instead, Paul counsels us to have renewed minds 
(Romans 12:1-2.) The intellect, renewed and controlled 
by the Holy Spirit, can be a tremendous instrument for 
good. A person with a "blown mind," whether through 
drugs, alcohol or a counterfeit religious experience, 
throws himself wide-open to all kinds of demonic in-
fluences. 
Deplore with me, if you will, the sterile intellectualism 
of contemporary western religion, but renewal is not to 
be found in dispatching your brain to the moon. 
(4) I am concerned that this book may do more to stop 
the revival in Indonesia than it will to start one in 
America. Let me explain. 
First of all, the astounding humility of the Trinity 
precludes any exaltation of the Holy Spirit over Christ. 
Jesus said the "Spirit of truth . . . shall testify of me" 
(John 15:26). The Godhead is agreed that it is the Son 
who shall be exalted. The Son magnifies the Father (John 
17:4) while the Father honors the Son (Philippians 2:9-
11) and the Holy Spirit reveals and glorifies Him (John 
16:14-15). 
Even the gifts of the Spirit are meant to bring about, 
not the fulness of the Spirit, but the "fulness of Christ" 
(Ephesians4:l 1-13) in the believer. St. Paul's admonition 
to "be filled with the Spirit" is an imperative plea for the 
appropriation of the Spirit's presence, not a reference to 
His gifts. 
In some mysterious way, any exaltation of the gifts 
and manifestations of the Holy Spirit quenches His 
power. His purpose is to magnify the Son and He is 
deeply grieved when the Spirit's work itself is glorified. 
How strange is our intoxication with the gifts over the 
Giver! It is Christ and His redeeming work, not the Holy 
Spirit and His ministry of gifting the body, which is to be 
lifted up. 
The blessed Holy Spirit will not be exalted over the 
Son, and this book comes perilously close to doing that. 
But there is a second thing. Sensitivity to other cultures 
is not a quality for which we Americans are noted. We 
crash ahead with our programs and schemes, often — but 
not always — with the highest motivation, but frequently 
oblivious to the cultural shambles we leave behind. Not a 
few on* reading this book will want to rush into Indonesia 
in an attempt to sample this moving of God, a reaction 
which may reveal more about the poverty of our faith 
than it does the richness of theirs. I have already seen 
enough of this to be appalled at the prospect of more. 
Sometime ago when reports of miracles began to come 
out of Timor, two Americans heard about one woman 
who had been greatly used of God. They determined she 
must come to America. So these two women traveled to 
Indonesia, took a boat to Timor, sought out this little 
Timorese woman and begged her to accompany them 
back to the United States. 
She couldn't and didn't, but the very fact that she — a 
simple peasant woman — was sought out by visitors from 
abroad produced in her such pride that friends say her 
spiritual recovery has been a slow process. 
I hope it is not too late to spare Timor an invasion of 
curiosity-seeking Christians. That could kill the revival. 
God will be no man's magician and Jesus will not be 
coaxed into performing tricks for Herod or anyone else. 
Today God is giving Asia an unprecedented opportuni-
ty to believe. Thrilling movings of the Holy Spirit are 
reported in several places — Korea, Cambodia, North 
Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam as well as Indonesia. 
Since these areas represent different peoples with diverse 
cultures and religious backgrounds, we may expect the 
Holy Spirit to work in a variety of ways to bring about 
faith. 
In evangelism and revival the Holy Spirit is still 
sovereign. He will choose the place, the people and the 
methods. As the wind, the Spirit still "bloweth where it 
listeth." At times He may appear as a mighty wind. 
Again His presence may be more like a gentle breeze. Let 
us not try to lock Him into a static and stifling mold. 
But we can depend on one thing. His work will always 
bear the divine markings. 
The greatest evidence that a work has been done by 
God's Spirit is found in redeemed lives, not restructured 
molecules. The Bible teaches that Satan has power to 
reorder physical elements and thus produce "miracles." 
Only God can change lives redemptively. This, then, 
becomes the acid test of God's presence in a movement. 
And for people with a mature faith who don't have to 
seek after a sign, this ought to be enough. 
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Helen Good Brenneman Polish Your Self-image 
f ^ N THE children's television program, "Sesame 
^ S t r e e t , " Big Bird said that he was feeling pretty 
ordinary, when he happened to look into the mirror. And 
there he saw a Very Special Bird. 
Those of us who live with a handicap would benefit 
from doing the same. If we look into the mirror, we will 
see a Very Special Bird, special with God because of his 
love and acceptance of us and of our own particular place 
in his scheme of things. 
Our self-image and sense of "personhood" often take a 
real beating when we are limited by physical and 
emotional handicaps. Although the apostle Paul wrote 
that we should not think of ourselves more highly than we 
should, it is not contrary to his meaning to say that 
neither should we think of ourselves more lowly than we 
should. For the rest of that verse in Romans 12 goes on to 
say that we should think with sober judgment. And 
Phillips helps us by wording the Scripture this way: 
"Don't cherish exaggerated ideas of yourself on your 
importance, but try to have a sane estimate of your 
capabilities by the light of the faith that God has given to 
you all" (The New Testament in Modern English). 
It would not hurt any of us to polish up our self-images 
a bit, and our families might find us easier to live with! 
For those of us with handicaps, this means that we accept 
ourselves with both our limitations and our special gifts. 
Someone has said, "Self-acceptance is the beginning of 
change." 
The following suggestions are not conclusive, but are 
simply ideas I have had simmering on the back burner of 
my mind. Frankly, I am writing them down for myself. 
Anyone else who wishes to listen may wish to add some 
of his own guidelines. 
As Paul says, evaluate your strengths and 
weaknesses—arriving at a reasonable estimate of your 
capabilities. Recently, I attended a women's retreat, 
where each participant was presented with a question-
naire, based on the Sermon on the Mount, to be filled out 
in some quiet place. Some of the questions brought me up 
short. "Do you think you have been given any gifts 
which, if not hidden, can lead others to glorify God?" 
"What do you like about yourself—what do you dis-
like?" 
Soon after this retreat I noticed that the apostle Paul, 
writing an epistle to fellow Christians, began his letter, 
"Paul, called by the will of God to be an apostle of Christ 
Jesus . . . " I wondered, if I were to begin a letter in that 
way, what would I write? "Helen, called by the will of 
God to be a helpmate, a mother an encourager, a 
friend . . . ?" How do I evaluate my call? 
Paul also writes that we should "stir up the gift of God 
that is in us." We are not to despise God's gifts to us—we 
are to use them. 
Develop hobbies within your own particular 
limitations. We are usually capable of doing much more 
than we do. Not long after I had a battle with serious 
illness, a wise pastor called on me. Instead of suffocating 
me with sympathy, he made a rather heavy 
assignment—to edit the monthly parish newssheet. For 
me this was a kind of "resurrection," for I discovered 
that I could carry out a job which was dear to my heart. 
Also, I found myself back in the ebb and flow of the work 
of the church. 
The writer, who as the article states is limited by a handicap, is a free 
lance writer living with her family in Goshen, Indiana. 
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I remember my mother telling a story from her own 
school days. A certain student, Susan, answered every 
challenge with the words, "I can't." One day the teacher 
wrote on the blackboard, "Susan can't." In contrast to 
that Paul wrote, "I can do all things through Christ 
which strengtheneth me." All things, that is, which Christ 
wants me to do. 
Accept limitations as matter-of-factly as possible. As a 
victim of multiple sclerosis, I have a variety of problems 
and handicaps which are quite conspicuous and difficult 
to ignore. Sometimes I feel like a combination of the 
lame, the halt, and the blind! 
I have often wondered how much I should talk about 
these things to others. When are people genuinely 
interested in my condition, and when are they just being 
polite? "How are you today?" is not usually a request for 
a medical report. I would not want to be like the old 
gentleman who always answered every greeting with, 
"Well, now, I was feeling pretty poorly last week." 
However, I think honest, interested questions deserve 
honest, matter-of-fact answers. When we are not afraid 
to say, "Please excuse me, I must take a nap," or "Just 
go ahead, it takes me awhile to go steps," I believe we put 
other people at ease. 
Carry out the necessary procedure with simplicity and 
quiet dignity. To keep our self-images in good shape, we 
should avoid apologizing (which makes everyone uncom-
fortable), complaining (even though we do feel a little 
sorry for ourselves), or acting as though we don't care 
(when, of course, we do). A more subtle temptation is to 
over-compensate by exaggerated ways of getting atten-
tion or boasting of other accomplishments. I remember a 
homemaker who always said, "I can't sew, but I can 
cook." To cover up her sense of inadequacy in one field, 
she needed to point out her proficiency in another. 
Stay in the mainstream of life as much as possible. A 
child I knew developed a seemingly incurable disease, but 
she would not be satisfied to sit on the sidelines of life and 
indulge in "invalidism." Refusing to live in a book world, 
Jane fought her disease with daily exercises and joined 
her schoolmates in as many activities as her physical 
condition would allow. Although her case was unusual, 
Jane was eventually pronounced cured. 
We may not be able to take part in all the activities 
which we would enjoy, but we can, at least, remain 
curious and interested. Foolish pride often causes us to 
withdraw from the living. 
Being curious and interested in life will mean that we 
will enjoy the people who come our way. I have noticed 
that when one loses one faculty, such as one's vision, we 
learn to sharpen another, such as our ability to listen. The 
world is filled with people who long for a listening ear, 
and one of the best ways to keep from becoming self-
centered is to take an active interest in others, listening, 
praying, and sharing. 
A few years ago I read a letter to the editor of a large 
city paper. The writer responded to a question from 
another reader, "Can anyone help a M.S. victim?" and 
she signed her letter "Knotty Knees." She gave some 
very good advice: 
"If anyone asks how you feel, don't tell them, but 
answer, 'Good, great, haven't felt so well in years,' then 
change the subject immediately and ask how they are. 
You may have to listen to many ailments, but they long 






Youth Page Survey 
One of the problems of being responsible for the Youth page is that I don't know 
what all of you young people are thinking all of the time. The following survey is 
to help me get a better idea of "where you are at" in your thinking. You would 
help me a great deal by taking the time to fill out this survey. Here's hoping you 
have as much fun filling it out as I had making it. Check the boxes that are most 
appropriate for you. If there are some choices you like better than others—put a 1 
beside your first choice, a 2 beside your second choice, a 3 beside your third 
choice, etc. If you don't like any of the choices, you may fill in the blank space at 
the end of each question with a choice of your own. (I won't hold it against you if 
you don't like some of the choices). Send the survey to Youth Page Editor, Box 
127, Nappanee, Ind. 46550. Please write at other times if you like something in 
the Youth Page, if you have some problems with the Youth Page, or if you just 
feel like writing. 




Dear John (Sob, Sob) 
I am 
Thanks for your help, 
John L. Ebersole 
read the Youth Page 
to avoid doing the dishes 
because my youth sponsor 
twists my arm 
because I like it 
to impress my parents 
to keep informed about B. in 
C. Youth 
13-15 
Sweet Sixteen and 
17-18 
19-21 
Over the hill 
&• I love 
I don't like the Youth Page because 
I can't read 
it's depressing 
it's too intellectual 
it's a bore 
it has bad vibes 





always read the Youth Page 
bite the mailman if he doesn't 
bring the Youth Page 
ecstatically await the next 
Youth Page 
occasionally read the Youth 
Page 
never read the Youth Page 
I would like to see the Youth Page 
feature articles about 
Christian youth from other 
countries and cultures 
problems youth face (please 
list ) 
living the Christian life 
exciting things other B in C 
youth are doing 
controversial issues (please 
list ) 
The Youth Page 
gives me a headache 
turns me on 
puts me to sleep 
makes me think (?!!) 
helps me in my Christian life, 
I would like to read articles written 
by 
me 
a forum of young people 
a B in C adult (Any sug-
gestions?) 
a B in C young person 
a young person from another 
country 
I would like to read more on the 
subject: 
Everything you wanted to 
know about witnessing but 
were afraid to ask 
Why I should or should not go 
to college 
War, peace, and revolution 
The Christian view of sexu-
ality 
A young person in Voluntary 
Service 
I will 
send you an article 
report to you any of my youth 
group activities that other 
youth might like to know 
about 
give you the names of other 
young people who could write 
a top-notch article (Please list 
) 
send you ideas for articles 
write to you concerning my 
feelings about future youth 
page articles 
pray for you 
If I were the Youth Page Editor I 
would 
Sincerely 
Thanks for the chance to ex-
press myself 
Yours for a better youth page 
Goodbye 
Name and address (optional) 
Congregation: 
Return to: 
Youth Page Editor 
Box 127 
Nappanee, Indiana 46550 
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POLISH YOUR SELF-IMAGE 
from page sixteen 
since have forgotten their question to you . . . . Only 
you know how you feel, and sad as it may seem, when it 
boils right down to it, only you can do anything about it. 
I often offer my slightest pain or deepest hurt up to 
God . . . . 1 always tell the guests coming that it's a 
strictly self-service affair and someone will even have to 
wait on me, but they can pull straws or toss a penny on 
that one. Your true friends won't care, even if the cup and 
saucer don't match, or if your coffee turns out rotten, or 
your tea is too strong. Your true friends are happy if you 
are, and isn't it amazing to find out who they are?" 
Knotty Knees took a realistic look at herself when she 
glanced in the mirror, but she had a healthy self-image. 
For she also saw a Very Special Person, with special 




The Green Springs congregation reports a 
baptismal service for four persons on Sept. 10. 
The pastor is Rev. John Rosenberry. 
Dick Russel of Martinsburg Church presented 
a progress report on Explo '72 on Aug. 30. Four 
were received into the fellowship of the church 
Sunday morning, Sept. 3. Rev. Robert Keller, 
Sr. is the pastor. 
The Montgomery congregation will be using 
the Forward Enlargement Campaign in its 
Sunday School Department during the month of 
Alle Hoekema (right) transfers the keys to the AKWW Seminary at Pati, Java, to 
Laurence Yoder who serves as the new Rector of this school. The initials of the school 
stand for "Christian Academy for Disciples of the Word." Mr. Yoder is the son of 
I.eRoy Yoder, pastor of the Messiah Chapel, Harrisburg. He is a graduate of the 




The Rev. John R. Yeatts, a native of 
Springfield, Ohio, was installed pastor of the 
Fairland Brethren in Christ Church, Cleona, 
Sunday morning, August 20. The installation 
service was in charge of Bishop C. B. Byers. 
The Rev. Mr. Yeatts graduated from Messiah 
College in 1969 with majors in religion and 
mathematics. He graduated in May of this year 
from the Princeton Theological Seminary with 
the Master of Divinity Degree. 
He has served as Student Assistant Pastor at 
the Manor Brethren in Christ Church, Colum-
bia, Pa. 1968-69: and Student Assistant Pastor 
at the Woodside Presbyterian Church, Yardley, 
Pa. 1969-1971. 
Mrs. Yeatts is the former Anna Mae Rutt of 
Millersville. She received her Bachelor of 
Science in Education at Messiah College and 
Millersville State College. 
She has taught kindergarten at the Upper 
Allen Elementary School, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
and at the Woodrow Wilson Elementary 
School, Trenton, N. J. 
October. Oct. 1 will be "Family Guest Sunday" 
with special features by Home Talent; Oct. 8 
theme will be "Three Generation Sunday" with 
gospel songs by the Wainfleet Gospel Four; Oct. 
15 theme will be "Faithful Family Sunday" with 
music by the Lazarus Quartette; and Oct. 22 
theme will be "Community Family Sunday" 
featuring the Daniel Chamberlain Family. Rev. 
Paul Z. Hess is pastor at Montgomery. 
On Sunday, Aug. 20, the Mowersville con-
gregation held their Sunday school and worship 
service in the Berean Center on the Roxbury 
Camp Grounds. Special music was presented by 
Lois Bert and Doris Barr. Debby Clark gave a 
report on three weeks of summer service at 
Camp Lakeview, Michigan. Rev. Barton Starr 
taught the adult classes and delivered the morn-
ing sermon. Rev. Musser is pastor. 
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE 
The Bel lev ue Park Church observed its 10th 
anniversary on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 16 
and 17. On Saturday evening a concert by the 
Farr Family of Middletown was given and on 
Sunday Bishop Henry Ginder was guest speaker 
for the service. Rev. John Stoner is the pastor. 
The WMPC of the Conoy congregation had a 
panel discussion for their Sept. 6 meeting. The 
theme was "Back to School—My Mission 
Field." The panel consisted of persons represen-
ting a teacher, student, parent, and grandparent. 
The pastor is Rev. Allon B. Dourte. 
CANADIAN CONFERENCE 
A joint baptismal service was held on July 23 
by the Boyle Church and the Port Colborne 
Church at Port Colborne. Five from Boyle and 
three from Port Colborne were baptized. The 
pastors are Rev. Edward Gilmore—Boyle and 
Rev. Harvey Stickley—Port Colborne. 
CENTRAL CONFERENCE 
On Aug. 13 Rev. Carl Stump showed slides at 
the Christian Union Church and told of his and 
Mrs. Stump's trip to the Holy Land. Rev. Earl 
Brechbill of Greencastle, Pa. gave the morning 
message. Rev. H. Melvin Boose is pastor at 
Christian Union. 
On Sept. 3, the WMPC of the Fairview 
congregation (Ohio) held an African service with 
representatives from our Rhodesian mission 
centers. The representatives were Carl and 
Winnie Knepper, Wanezi, and Paul and Mary 
Lenhert, Mtshabezi. The pastor is Rev. Ralph 
Palmer. 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Engle, Highland con-
gregation celebrated their 50th wedding anniver-
sary on Sept. 3 by holding an open house in their 
18 Evangelical Visitor 
home. They were married Aug. 31, 1922. Rev. 
Louis Cober is the pastor at Highland. 
PACIFIC CONFERENCE 
Mile High Pines closed its summer camping 
season on September 9 with a season of 61 
camping days and an average attendance of 90 
campers per day. In addition to the camping 
program the building program continued 
through the summer. Two 1-W men have been 
serving at the camp. The need for VS or 1-W 
workers continues. 
Stanley Long, manager of the Christian Light 
Bookstore, Upland, was the chairman for the 
pre-convention luncheon of the Greater Los 
Angeles Sunday School Association (GLASS). 
The luncheon was held at the Los Angeles 
Convention Center, September 21. Dr. James 
Dobson, author of Dare to Discipline, was the 
featured speaker. 
BIRTHS 
Bert: Vonda Kay, born Aug. 10 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Ray Bert, Mowersville congregation, Pa. 
Besecker: Sharon Marie, born Aug. 23 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Wilbur Besecker, Five Forks con-
gregation, Pa. 
Burkholder: Shawn Martin, born May 2 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Burkholder, Jemison 
Valley congregation, Pa. 
Detwiler: Andrea Lynn, born Aug. 11 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Thomas Detwiler, Woodbury con-
gregation, Pa. 
Egoff: Sharon Grace, born Aug. 27 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Amos Egoff, Hollowell congregation, 
Pa. 
Fuhrman: Michelle Leigh, born Aug. 23 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Fuhrman, Palmyra 
congregation, Pa. 
Hall: Brent Douglas, born Aug. 7 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Alvin Hall, Springvale congregation, Ont. 
Harding: Shiloah Craine, born June 11 to Mr. 
and Mrs. William Harding, Jemison Valley 
congregation, Pa. 
Hilshcr: Jonathan Craig, born Sept. 5 to Mr. 
and Mrs. John P. Hilsher, Maytown congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Lauver: Deron Lee, born July 29 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Rufus Lauver, Cedar Grove congregation, 
Pa. 
Lebo: Nicole Kristin, born Aug. 26 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Leon Lebo, Antrim congregation, Pa. 
Lofthouse: Marsha Marie, born Aug. 9 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Lofthouse, Cheapside 
congregation, Ont. 
Mclntire: Christine Deborah, born Aug. 26 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mclntire, Ontario con-
gregation, Calif. 
Miller: Eric Christopher, born Aug. 25 to Mr. 
and Mrs. Richard Miller, Antrim congregation, 
Pa. 
Miller: Larry Chad, born Apr. 26 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Larry Miller, Fairland congregation, 
Cleona, Pa. 
Rosenberry: Nicol Yvonne, born Aug. 27 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rosenberry, Green Springs 
congregation, Pa. 
Teal: Dana Nicole, born Aug. 29 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Gary Teal, Springvale congregation, Ont. 
Van Brocklin: Jason Robert, born July 20 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van Brocklin, Cheapside 
congregation, Ont. 
Zuch: John Jay, born Aug. 8 to Mr. and Mrs. 
John Zuch, Jemison Valley congregation, Pa. 
WEDDINGS 
Brady-Nolt: Rachel Mae Nolt, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Nolt, E. Petersburg, Pa., 
and Joel Brady, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E. 
Brady, Manheim, Pa., Aug. 12 in the Hempfield 
United Methodist Church, Lancaster with Rev. 
Bruce L. Lenich officiating. 
Brubaker-Hade: Maralee, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Donald Hade, Fairfield, Pa., and 
Verle, son of Rev. and Mrs. A. Hess Brubaker, 
Newburg, Pa., Sept. 8 in the Paramount Church 
with the bridegroom's father and Rev. Amos 
Kipe officiating. 
Buckenroth-Moyers: Hazel T. Moyers and 
Ralph E. Buckenroth, Sept. 2, in the Fairview 
Church, Ohio. 
Gray-Hoke: Debbie L. Hoke and Donald C. 
Gray, Fairview congregation, Ohio» at Fort 
Bragg, N. Carolina. 
Grimes-Byer: Shirley Fern, El Monte, Calif., 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Byer, and 
Patrick Grimes, Altadena, Calif., Aug. 25 in the 
Chapel of Roses, Pasadena, Calif, with Rev. 
Martin L. Jacobs officiating. 
Hess-Crooms: Margaret, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Carl Crooms, St. Petersburg, Fla., 
and Roy E., son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Hess, 
Lebanon, Pa., July 1 in the St. Petersburg 
United Methodist Church with Rev. Harris 
DeWese officiating. 
House-Van Brocklin: Betty Elizabeth (Beth), 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Breabers, 
Simcoe, Ont., and Raymond, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Glen House, Fisherville, Ont., on June 24 
in the Cheapside Church with Rev. Ronald 
Lofthouse officiating. 
Hunter-Haines: Teresa, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Haines, Waynesboro, Pa., and 
Leroy, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Hunter, 
Mont Alto, Pa., in the Paramount Church, Pa. 
Keefer-Horst: Bertha Louise, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. James E. Horst, E. Petersburg, Pa., 
and Gerald Lee Keefer, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Garnet B. Keefer, Lititz, Pa., June 4 in the 
Manheim Christ with Rev. Isaac Kanode 
officiating. 
Kelley-Bracken: Grace Bracken and Alger 
Kelly, Sept. 2 in the Mooretown Church, Mich., 
with Rev. David Wenger officiating. 
Layton-Miller: Deborah Kay, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Melchor D. Miller, Greencastle, 
Pa., and Daniel Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
B. Layton, Marion, Pa., Aug. 12 in the Antrim 
Church, Greencastle, Pa., with Rev. Andrew 
Slagenweit officiating. 
Mathias-Lehman: Mrs. Helen Lehman, 
H e r s h e y , P a . , and Es ton M a t h i a s , 
Hummelstown, Pa., Sept. 9 in the Palmyra 
Church with Rev. J. Robert Lehman officiating. 
Pangel-Kipe: Sheila, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. David Kipe, Sr., Clarence Center, N.Y., 
and James, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Pangel, 
Arcade, N.Y., Aug. 26 in Clarence Center 
Church with Rev. Richard Long officiating. 
Romane-Musser: Roberta, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Paul Musser, Newburg, Pa., and 
Bruce, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Romane, 
Denver, Colo., June 25 in the Evangelical 
Tabernacle Church, Shippensburg, Pa. with 
Rev. Adam McKeown and David Johnson 
officiating. 
Stepp-Brewer: Beth Brewer and Paul Stepp, 
Aug. 26, Christian Union congregation, Ind. 
Steward-Hershey: Fonda Mae, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hershey, Troy, Ohio, 
and Richard Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Stewart, London, Ohio, Aug. 18 in the 
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, with Rev. Glenn Hensel 
officiating. 
Swartz-Efferth: Kathleen, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. William Efferth, and Edward, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Swartz, both of Mifflin-
town, Pa., in the Messiah Lutheran Church, 
Fairview Park, Ohio, with Rev. Selty officiating. 
Wenger-Beil: Cynthia A. Beil, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beil, and Stephen, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L. Wenger, both of 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., Sept. 3 in the Grace 
United Methodist Church, Mechanicsburg with 
the bride's pastor, Rev. Beuhler and the groom's 
grandfather, Rev. E. H. Wenger officiating. 
Wenger-Jessee: Pamela Faye, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Jessee, Knoxville, 
Tenn., and Ray Eugene Wenger, son of Mrs. 
Mary Wenger, Manheim, Pa., July 8. 
OBITUARIES 
Brand: David M. Brand, Waynesboro, Pa., 
was born May 6, 1914, and died Aug. 29, 1972. 
He is survived by his wife, Daisy M. Valentine 
Brand, and two sons: Terrance and Larry. 
Funeral services were held at the Hollowell 
Church where he was a member. Rev. P. W. 
McBeth and Rev. Kenneth Engle officiated. 
Fogelsonger: Mrs. Ruth Fogelsonger, born 
May 2, 1899, died June 20, 1972. She is survived 
by two daughters: Eleanor and Mildred. Funeral 
services were conducted by Rev. Richard Long. 
Interment was in Forest Lawn Cemetery. Mrs. 
Fogelsonger was from Clarence Center con-
gregation, New York. 
Kelley: Walter W. Kelley, Sr., born July 14, 
1936, died Aug. 13, 1972. He is survived by his 
wife, Retha, and three children: Walter, Jr.; 
Gerry; and Pamela. An infant daughter 
predeceased him. The funeral service was con-
ducted from the Van Scyoc Funeral Chapel, 
Shippensburg, Pa., by Rev. Hubert Stern. 
Buriel was in the Cleversburg Cemetery. 
Zook: David D. Zook, born Dec. 27, 1897, in 
Miffin County, Pa., died Aug. 13, 1972 in the 
Lewistown Hospital. He is survived by his wife, 
Bertha Glick Zook; five sons: John M.; Earl D.; 
Ray M.; Boyd K.; and David D.; three 
daughters: Mrs. Elroy Saner; Mrs. Rufus 
Lauver; and Miss Donna L. Zook. He is also 
survived by one brother and 17 grandchildren. 
He was a member of the Cedar Grove Brethren 
in Christ Church, Pa. The funeral service was 
held in the Lost Creek Mennonite Church with 
Rev. M. Eugene Heidler, Bishop C. B. Byers, 
and Bishop Donald Lauver officiating. Inter-
ment will be in the Lost Creek Mennonite 
Cemetery. 
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Editorial 
Jonah, The Patron Saint 
"Now the word of the Lord came unto Jonah 
. . . saying, "Arise go to Nineveh, that great 
city . . . " 
"But Jonah rose up to flee . . . from the presence of 
the Lord, and went down to Joppa, and he found a 
ship . . ." 
Like Jonah the church has been running away from 
cities for sometime now. And like Jonah it has taken to 
ships. Somehow it has been easier to go to India and 
Africa than it has been to stay in Philadelphia or 
Chicago. 
This is not a problem peculiar to the Brethren in 
Christ. Protestants, including those of a conservative 
evangelical stance, have stayed clear of the cities or have 
gone from the city to the suburbs. The reasons for their 
leaving are numerous, including many times a less than 
hospitable atmosphere for their remaining. Their 
members have moved from the area and the residents 
who then inhabited the community were not responsive 
and sometimes even hostile to the ministry being offered. 
However one may explain it, we have found it easier to 
bridge the cultural gap, resolve the racial issue, minister 
to social and physical needs, and receive a hearing for the 
gospel message on a foreign soil than in the inner city. 
There is evidence that a storm is brewing which may 
very well cast us up on our own shore. We cannot escape 
the city anymore than Jonah could. God has "much 
people" in the city. A reading of the Acts of the Apostles 
or just the titles of the Epistles will reveal that cities 
played a major role in the spread of the gospel in the first 
decades of the church. Ephesus, Corinth, Philippi, Rome, 
Athens were no "mean cities." 
Cities are crucial because this is not only where the 
people are. Here is where the action is. The cities are the 
frontier of culture and social change. Here are the seats 
of power and influence. The cities are the centers of 
communication. Here the malady which affects men 
manifests its symptoms in its most graphic forms. Here 
the human wounds are often the sorest and the rawest. 
Protestants have not found it easy to understand the 
city. This is even more true of the Brethren in Christ. Our 
forefathers were a rural people. They came to a rural 
country. They followed the frontier as it moved 
westward, settling largely in rural areas where they could 
live their lives and raise their families away from the row 
houses, the macadam playgrounds, and the bright lights. 
Those days are really over. There no longer is any 
place to run. More important God is not letting us run. 
He is speaking to our conscience and our hearts. God is 
speaking through circumstances—it is not so easy to get 
passage to Tarshish as it once was. 
There are signs that we are hearing. The opening of a 
campus in Philadelphia by Messiah College has been a 
significant move not only for the college but for the 
church. This center has been used to acquaint students 
and church members with the reality of the inner city in 
the 1970's. 
But acquaintance with the city is only the beginning. 
The church needs to learn the significance of the Incarna-
tion for a ministry of sharing which bridges cultural, 
racial, and economic chasms. The statement by Paul in 
describing the Incarnation "For ye know the grace of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your 
sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty might 
be rich" needs to move from a devotional and doctrinal 
text to one of application. For as He was so are we to be 
in this sinful world. 
There are signs of hope because congregations are 
making efforts to make the Incarnation more than a 
doctrine but a reality. The Bellevue Park congregation in 
Harrisburg has not run away. Valley Chapel, Canton, 
Ohio, has not run away. Labish Village, Salem, Oregon 
is staying. These are intimations of hope. We long have 
known how to go in charity but I suspect we have much to 
learn about going in incarnate love bearing the posture of 
a servant, girded with a towel, empowered by the Spirit. 
Our Board for Missions is aware of this new call to 
mission and is concerned with not only where but how. 
Dedication must be combined with understanding. Zeal 
must be channeled through sensitive lives of sacrifice and 
servanthood. These are pious and high-sounding words. 
It becomes the obligation of the church to put flesh and 
blood, hands and feet, heart and mind, and people and 
money into these words and make them incarnate in our 
urban centers. 
Here is the "mission field" of our decade. Close 
geographically but separated by differences more difficult 
to bridge than the mountains and oceans and desert 
sands. This new field may well be as costly in finance than 
any we have known. It will be far more demanding in our 
sacrifice and involvement. The problems, heartbreaks, 
and despair of the city will become ours as we together 
build the body of Christ. 
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